
      The Podium 
 In any undertaking in which the pursuit is to defy gravity, careful consideration, (& don’t forget self preservation) mandates that 
allowance be made for that statistically inescapable event in which gravity refuses to cooperate.  What makes a racer keep coming back time 
after time sparing no expense?  Is it glory?  Pride?  Money?  The challenge of conquering the unknown?  Inescapable adrenaline rush in the 
face of possible loss of life or limb?  Winning a plastic trophy?  Lets head to the big show once again with Patriot Racing to find out.
 Any racer who has been to the podium at least once in a life time knows that there is a bridge of connectivity at the start of ev-
ery race to that final goal.  An anchor if you will, to pursue the unknown & rise up to the challenge at hand.  A means to push through the 
enormous pressure of pure adrenaline & emotion mixed together with a hint of some fear.... yes thats right, don’t let the stickers out there 
fool you for a second.  A spirit & character building that pushes you to higher limits, facing highly trained / accomplished competitors who 
also have an equally fierce will to win.  Holding on to your progress as a racer requires perseverance, dedication, concentration, team work, 
courage & bravery (in no small amount) & a good dose of consistent tireless practice.  Mere willpower will not save you from the forces of 
gravity out on that track in front of the excited fans & side by side bumper to bumper furious racing battle against the other challengers.  
 Racers know the means of connecting themselves to the rough terrain before them.  Rough terrain purposely made into a high fly-
ing, high action race track.  A piece of firmament meant to thrill the crowd & wow the feasting eyes of the spectators.  Each racer on that 
starting line has a secret anchor hidden deep within themselves through constant visualization with every second of track time they accumu-
late.  If you could only experience it one time in a life time, you will know.  The  anchor of connectivity for a competitor to link themselves 
for another round of fierce racing competition. That anchor is called... “The Podium”.  
 Are you RACE READY?  Patriot Racing is excited to announce the signing of two new racers joining forces with the team for the 
2010 - 2011 season.  Hailing from Hortonville WI.  The number 147 of Paul Tesch & the number 258 of Brian Schoenrock.  Together Paul 
& Brian have years of combined racing experience to bring trackside.  Paul brings to the team his vast winning knowledge of racing setups 
from the well attended grass drags at Hay Days.   Additionally Paul’s father Lon is a take charge never say no type that will bring years of 
mechanical & clutching experience to the team for a winning combination.   Brian says “ I set a goal to achieve & push 110% to reach it.”  A 
team representative was recently on hand & quoted as saying “Its going to be a fantastic season, lets race!”  You can just feel the excitment 
in the air as the Duluth National is fast drawing near.  Hope to see you there.
 Thanks to all the fans for your support / ideas / comments.  Keep sending them in to Patriot Racing for your chance to win a free 
pack of trading cards.  Contact....  baholdings@arvig.net
 A winner can also be defined by good sportsmanship, perserverance, & always doing your best.  Big shout out to all the fans!  
Thanks for your support, you make all of this possible.   More exciting racing action at...
benlindbom.com       http://benlindbom.wordpress.com/    
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